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Project Mission

 Rational de-novo design of 
RNAdevs in silico

 Testing and verifying in vitro
 Implementation in vivo
 Iterative process between 

design and validation 
experiments
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Approach

1. Graph theoretical approach to 
generate valid sequences 
compatible to sequence and 
structure constraints

2. Optimization towards a given 
objective function.

3. Filtering and clustering step with 
respect to additional features
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Dependency Graph

 A so called Dependency Graph Ψ is 
used to represent all structural 
constraints. 

 It is derived from the union of 
Nussinov representations.

 Ψ is a finite, undirected graph with |V| 
= sequence-length and |E| = number 
of base pairs

 The graph can be decomposed:
 Connected components
 Biconnected components
 Paths/Cycles

Fakultätsbroschüre: Faculty of Computer Science, 2015
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RNAdesign Library

 Constructs and maintains dependency graph
 Does stochastic sampling and mutations:

 set_sequence()
 mutate_global()
 mutate_pos(int)
 mutate_local()
 revert_move()
 ...

 Uncover properties of the dependency graph:
 number_of_sequences()
 connected_components()
 print_graphml()
 …

 C++, boost, gmp library, openmp, swig
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Python Interface

# import library
import RNAdesign as rd
import RNA as vrna

# create dependency graph from structural constraints
dg = rd.DependencyGraphMT(['(((((....)))))', '....(((....)))'])
# get size of solution space
print dg.number_of_sequences()

# sample an initial random sequence
dg.set_sequence()
# get sequence
print dg.get_sequence()

# mutate sequence globally 
# (connected component with 0 to 2 positions)
dg.mutate_global(0,2)
# and calculate MFE
print vrna.fold(dg.get_sequence())[0]
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Perl Interface

# import library
use RNAdesign;
use RNA;

# create dependency graph from structural constraints
my $dg = RNAdesign::DependencyGraphMT(['(((((....)))))']);
# get size of solution space
print $dg->number_of_sequences();

# sample an initial random sequence
$dg->set_sequence();
# get sequence
print $dg->get_sequence(), '\n';

# mutate sequence globally 
# (connected component with 0 to 2 positions)
$dg->mutate_global(0,2);
# and calculate MFE
print ViennaRNA::fold($dg->get_sequence()), '\n';
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Novelties

 Simplicity
 Generate sequences compatible to structure and sequence constraints
 Mutate sequence in respect to the constraints
 Global mutation for fair sampling from the whole solution space
 Local and positional mutation for faster optimization

 Universality
 Scripting interface enables to use any calculations in the objective function 

(accessibilities, neg. constraints,...)
 Enables to use different optimization methods (monte carlo, simulated 

annealing, constraint generation,...)
 C++ random number generator of your choice

 Transparency
 Analysis of constrained sequence space
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